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A Supply-Voltage Driving Scheme for Grounded
Capacitive Sensor Front-Ends

Marcelo Alejandro Haberman , Enrique Mario Spinelli , and Ferran Reverter

Abstract— In this article, a novel supply-voltage driving1

(SVDR) scheme for capacitive sensor front-ends is proposed to2

eliminate the parasitic capacitance effects. The suggested circuit3

is intended for remote sensors (and, hence, connected to the4

circuit through a shielded cable) with one electrode grounded5

and of low capacitance (in the 0–10-pF range). The effects of6

the parasitic capacitance of the cable are avoided using the7

active-shielding technique, whereas those of the amplifier input8

through a smart driving of the reference node of the amplifier9

supply voltage. Thanks to these techniques, the input–output10

characteristic shows, without applying any adjustment and/or11

calibration, an offset error lower than 3 fF. The nonlinearity12

error (NLE) is in the order of 0.01% of the full-scale span (FSS),13

which corresponds to 1 fF. Different operational amplifiers (OAs)14

and different lengths (up to 15 m) of the interconnecting cable15

are experimentally tested to demonstrate the feasibility of the16

circuit. In comparison with similar circuits recently suggested in17

the literature, the proposed circuit does not require any bulky18

component, such as a transformer, and consequently, it is a19

lower-cost solution and suitable to be integrated.20

Index Terms— Active shielding, capacitance, capacitance mea-21

surement, capacitive sensors, front-end circuit, grounded capac-22

itive sensor, sensor interface electronics, stray capacitance.23

I. INTRODUCTION24

IN THE era of the Internet of Things and Industry 4.0,25

the role of sensors is increasingly relevant. Advances in26

the field of sensors have promoted the concept of smart27

sensors or sensor 4.0, offering advantages such as better28

performance, higher integration, and self-calibration [1]. These29

smart sensors can rely on different types of sensing elements30

(e.g., resistive, capacitive, and inductive) with different topolo-31

gies (e.g., single element, differential, and bridge type). Single-32

element capacitive sensors, with an electrical capacitance that33

changes with the quantity being monitored, are quite common34

in the industrial, automotive, laboratory, and healthcare [2], [3]35

applications. These sensors are employed, for example,36

to monitor magnitudes such as pressure, acceleration, humid-37

ity [4], liquid level [5], distance, displacement, and flow [6].38
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Capacitive sensors offer advantages in terms of cost, power 39

consumption, and robustness, but the design of the ensuing 40

read-out circuit can be quite complex, especially when the 41

sensor has a low capacitance (i.e., units of pF or less) and is 42

remote (i.e., it is connected to the circuit via a shielded cable). 43

Note that, in some applications, the parasitic capacitance of the 44

cable can be up to three orders of magnitude higher than the 45

sensor capacitance. 46

Within the category of capacitive sensors, two subgroups 47

can be distinguished [7]: floating and grounded. In the former 48

subgroup, the two sensor electrodes are not connected by 49

default to any potential, whereas in the latter, one of the two 50

electrodes is always connected to the ground. The design of 51

the read-out circuit is easier, and also more studied in the 52

literature, for the floating type, particularly when the sensor 53

is remote. In such a case, connecting the cable shield to 54

the ground (which is known as passive shielding) is not a 55

major problem, but it is for the grounded type since the cable 56

parasitic capacitance is in parallel with the sensor capacitance. 57

This makes the floating type more attractive than the grounded 58

counterpart. However, due to safety reasons and/or limitations 59

imposed by the application, grounding one of the electrodes 60

is unavoidable, and special read-out circuits for grounded 61

capacitive sensors must be used. That happens, for example, 62

in the level measurement of a conductive liquid in a grounded 63

metallic container [8], where the grounded liquid behaves as 64

one of the plates of a capacitance proportional to the liquid 65

level, and an isolated metal rod is the second plate, that is 66

connected to the read-out circuit. A similar situation occurs 67

in the distance/proximity measurement to grounded metallic 68

objects [9] or to detect the proximity of subjects [10], which 69

are considered to be grounded through a 100–200-pF coupling 70

capacitance [11], which is two or three orders of magnitude 71

higher than the sensor capacitance. Another situation where 72

one of the plates of the capacitive sensor is forced to ground 73

is for linear/angular displacement measurement of a grounded 74

shaft [12]. 75

The read-out circuits proposed in the literature for grounded 76

capacitive sensors employ two different types of excitation: 77

square and sinusoidal. The former excitation is more easily 78

generated, but the latter has the advantage that an appropriate 79

selection of the excitation frequency can make the sensor 80

parasitic components negligible. As for the square excitation, 81

it has been proposed the direct connection of the sensor to a 82

microcontroller that measures the charging/discharging time of 83

an RC circuit [13]. This is a simple solution, but not applicable 84

to remote grounded capacitive sensors since it has no mecha- 85

nism to compensate for the parasitic capacitance of the cable. 86

In order to cope with this limitation, relaxation oscillators 87

complemented with the active-shielding technique have been 88

suggested [8], [14], [15]. When the active shielding is applied, 89

the shield of the interconnecting cable is not connected to the 90
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ground, but it is driven at the same potential as that of the91

inner conductor, for example, via a voltage follower. Although92

such oscillators have good performance even for long inter-93

connecting cables, these require continuous auto-calibration94

that involves the measurement of the offset capacitance caused95

by the devices and tracks of the printed circuit board (PCB).96

With square excitation, the semiconductor market offers chips97

specifically designed for grounded capacitive sensors, such as98

the AD7747 from Analog Devices. However, the measurement99

error of these integrated solutions clearly deteriorates for100

long interconnecting cables. On the other hand, for sinusoidal101

excitation, different types of ac bridges based on operational102

amplifiers (OAs) have been proposed in the literature [9],103

[12], [16]. To avoid the coupling of external interference and104

to minimize the parasitic capacitances between the environ-105

ment and the sensor or the interconnecting cable, some of106

these proposals are complemented with passive shielding [9]107

(i.e., the shield capacitance is in parallel with the sensor)108

and others with active shielding [12] that removes the offset109

effect of the shield capacitance but not that of the input110

capacitance of the circuit. In both cases, there is a remaining111

offset capacitance produced by the shield and/or the circuit.112

With sinusoidal excitation, a novel transformer-based ac bridge113

with a very low offset capacitance (to be precise, less than 2 fF114

for a 12-m interconnecting cable) was presented in [17].115

Its main limitation, however, is the volume and cost of the116

required transformer, and the fact that this is not suitable to117

be integrated.118

In the context explained before, a novel front-end circuit119

for grounded capacitive sensors is introduced and evaluated,120

both theoretically and experimentally, in this article. The121

proposed circuit applies sinusoidal excitation and active shield-122

ing. Unlike most of the circuits suggested in the literature,123

excluding [17], the novel circuit does not require either a mea-124

surement of the offset capacitance or a component adjustment125

to compensate for the effects of the offset capacitance, thus126

simplifying the calibration process. In addition, with respect127

to the circuit recently proposed in [17], the novel circuit does128

not rely on a transformer, thus resulting in a low-cost, compact129

design solution, suitable to be integrated. As explained in more130

detail in the following sections, the novel circuit is based131

on a smart driving of the reference node of the OA supply132

voltage. By means of this idea, the resulting output signal133

becomes independent of the OA input capacitance and also of134

the parasitic capacitance of the interconnecting cable.135

The article is organized as follows. Section II describes the136

operating principle of the proposed circuit. In Section III, the137

behavior of the circuit against nonidealities is theoretically138

analyzed. Sections IV and V explain the materials and meth-139

ods and the corresponding experimental results, respectively.140

Finally, Section VI draws the main conclusions.141

II. OPERATING PRINCIPLE142

The auto-balancing bridge (ABB), also known as an ac143

bridge with current detection, is a usual and effective method144

to measure floating capacitors [18], [19]. Fig. 1(a) shows a145

typical scheme applying passive shielding where CX is the146

capacitance of the remote sensor, vR is a sinusoidal reference147

signal with rms value VR and frequency fR , CIN is the OA148

input capacitance, and CSH represents the stray capacitance of149

the shielded cable and PCB tracks. Assuming an ideal OA, the150

voltages across CSH and CIN are null because of the virtual151

ground it imposes. Then, these capacitances do not affect the152

Fig. 1. (a) Auto-balancing ac bridge for floating capacitances and (b) version
for grounded capacitances that drives the shield to avoid CSH effect.

output voltage vO , which is a sinusoidal signal whose rms 153

value VO is given by (1). This value is proportional to CX and 154

allows to estimate it 155

VO = VR2π fR |Z F |CX . (1) 156

The ABB in Fig. 1(a) can be adapted to grounded capaci- 157

tances by moving the generator vR to the noninverting input 158

of the OA and defining a differential output vO , as shown in 159

Fig. 1(b) [20], [21], [22]. The effect of the shield capacitance 160

CSH can be avoided by applying the active-shielding technique, 161

that is, by driving it at the potential vR . In this way, no voltage 162

difference appears across CSH, no current flows through it, and 163

does not contribute to VO . Nevertheless, this technique cannot 164

be applied directly to CIN, because one of its terminals is 165

not available and, hence, the effect of CIN remains and (1) 166

becomes 167

VO = VR2π fR |Z F |(CX + CIN). (2) 168

The circuit in Fig. 1(b), with some variations, has been 169

used to measure the liquid level in metallic tanks [20] and 170

to estimate the coupling capacitance in noncontact ac voltage 171

measurements [21], [22], but forces to adjust a compen- 172

sation current or to include a digital calibration procedure 173

to disaffect CIN. The method works for CX as low as a 174

few pF, but its accuracy is limited by CIN variations from 175

the adjustment/calibration time to the measurement time. Any 176

drift on CIN directly affects the measurement of CX . 177

In an OA with a split supply voltage, CIN is not actually 178

connected to the ground since the OA does not have a ground 179

terminal. This parasitic capacitance is the consequence of the 180

capacitances C−
IN, C+

IN present from the OA input node to 181

the power supply rails [23], [24]. As shown in Fig. 2(a), for 182

ac signals, these capacitances are connected to the ground 183

through the positive and negative dc sources VP and VN , thus 184

resulting in an effective input capacitance CIN = C−
IN + C+

IN 185

and (2) can be rewritten as 186

VO = VR2π fR|Z F |(CX + C−
IN + C+

IN

)
. (3) 187

Taking into account the previous issue related to CIN, 188

here we propose the novel circuit shown in Fig. 2(b) for 189

the measurement of grounded capacitances. This relies on 190

removing the ground at the middle point between VP and 191

VN and connecting it to vR . This ABB with Supply-Voltage 192

DRiving (SVDR) avoids the effects of C−
IN, C+

IN because their 193

terminals equally vary with vR . No potential variation appears 194

across them, no current flows through them, and, therefore, 195

their effects vanish. In this condition, the circuit is insensitive 196

to parasitic capacitances and also to their time drifts, and the 197
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Fig. 2. (a) Auto-balancing ac bridge for grounded capacitances including
input capacitances and dc power supply sources. (b) Proposed circuit that
drives both power-supply rails by vR .

output VO verifies (1). It works as well as the well-known198

ABB but deals with grounded capacitances. The fact of being199

independent of CIN also allows us to select an OA without any200

limitation on this parameter. For example, very low noise OAs,201

which offer very high input capacitances, can be employed202

without any side effects.203

The proposed solution based on SVDR is similar to204

power-supply bootstrapping (PSB) schemes [23], [24], [25]205

used also to cancel the effects of the input capacitance in206

voltage buffers. However, the main difference is that the PSB207

solution involves the feedback of the amplifier output to the208

power supply pins, while the proposed SVDR is feedforward209

based, avoiding the stability issues that the PSB has [25].210

The circuit in Fig. 2(b) provides a sinusoidal output vO ,211

whose amplitude is proportional to CX , but its phase delay212

with respect to vR depends on the feedback impedance Z F .213

If it is capacitive, vO and vR are in phase, but if Z F is resistive,214

vO and vR are in quadrature. The former is known as a charge215

amplifier (CA), whereas the latter is a trans-impedance ampli-216

fier (TIA). In the following, and without loss of generality over217

the proposed SVDR, we assume the last case, where Z F = RF218

and (1) becomes219

VOQ = VR2π fR RF CX (4)220

where VOQ is the rms value of the output component in quadra-221

ture with the sinusoidal reference vR . The capacitance CX can222

be estimated from VOQ as223

CX = VOQ/(VR2π fR RF ) = VOQ K (5)224

where K = (VR2π fR RF )−1 is the factor that linearly relates225

the output voltage and CX .226

III. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF CIRCUIT NONIDEALITIES227

The solution depicted in Fig. 2(b) relies on the null voltage228

difference between the OA’s inputs that the negative feedback229

forces, which is valid only for an ideal infinite open-loop230

gain of the OA. To determine a usable operating frequency231

range and predict the error on the measurement of CX , a more232

realistic model is applied herein, considering a finite OA open-233

loop gain, A(s), and the parasitic capacitances in the feedback234

path. This ac signal model is depicted in Fig. 3, where the235

dc power supplies behave as short circuits, thus C−
IN and236

C+
IN are in parallel, resulting in the equivalent input capaci-237

tance CIN. Also, the capacitance CSH is included, regarding the238

shield capacitance of the interconnecting cable (50–100 pF/m).239

Fig. 3. AC model used to compute circuit’s transfer function. It takes into
account the finite open-loop gain of OA and the parasitic capacitances.

The analysis of the circuit in Fig. 3 shows that the transfer 240

function from vR to vO is 241

T (s) = VO(s)

VR(s)
242

= sCX Z F

[
A(s)

A(s) + 1 + s(CX + CSH + CIN)Z F

]
(6) 243

which, at ideal conditions with A(s) = ∞, is simplified to 244

TI (s) = sCX Z F that agrees with (4). 245

The OA open loop gain, A(s), includes its dc finite gain A0 246

and a single pole at s = −ωGBP/A0, where ωGBP is the 247

gain-bandwidth product of the OA 248

A(s) = A0

1 + s A0/ωGBP
. (7) 249

For frequencies greater than 1 kHz, (7) can be further simpli- 250

fied to an integrative transfer function [26] 251

A(s) = ωGBP

s
. (8) 252

By replacing (8) in (6), and considering Z F = RF , the 253

following expression for T (s) is obtained: 254

T (s) = sCX RF

[
1

1 + s
ωGBP

+ s2 (CX +CSH+CIN)RF

ωGBP

]

= TI (s)TNI(s)

(9) 255

which is the ideal response affected by the second-order low- 256

pass transfer function TNI(s) = [1+(s/ωGBP)+s2((CX +CSH+ 257

CIN)RF/ωGBP)]−1 that accounts for the finite OA open-loop 258

gain and the parasitic capacitances involved. 259

The natural frequency of TNI(s) is ωn = (ωGBP/[RF (CX + 260

CIN + CSH)])1/2 and its computation is useful to choose an 261

operating frequency ωR = 2π fR lower enough to make the 262

effect of TNI(s) on the measurement of CX negligible. VOQ is 263

affected by such nonidealities in the following way: 264

VOQ = VR · Imag(T ( jωR)) 265

≈ VRωR RF CX

(
1 +

(
ωR

ωn

)2
)

(10) 266

where to reach the approximated expression (10), it is assumed 267

that ωGBP � ωR and that ωGBP � ωR
2CSH(CX + CIN + CSH). 268

Comparing (4) and (10), the nonidealities of the circuit gener- 269

ate a gain error in the input–output characteristic. In addition, 270

the longer the cable, the lower ωn and the higher the gain 271

error. This gain error can be approximated to 272

eNI ≈ (ωR/ωn)
2. (11) 273

For example, considering a TIA transimpedance factor of 274

RF = 4.7 M�, a 1-m interconnecting cable (CSH ≈ 60 pF), 275
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Fig. 4. Simplified schematic of the experimental setup used to validate the
proposed front-end circuit with SVDR. When the middle point of VP and VN
is connected to the ground, the front-end circuit is in the ABB mode, while
connecting it to vR , the circuit is in the SVDR mode.

a sensor capacitance of CX = 10 pF, and a TLC2202 OA276

(ωGBP = 2π1.9 MHz and CIN ≈ 22 pF) will lead to277

ωn ≈ 2π26 kHz. If an OPA320 OA (ωGBP = 2π20 MHz278

and CIN ≈ 1 pF) is used instead, the natural frequency will279

be ωn ≈ 2π98 kHz. Thus, for an operating frequency280

fR = 2 kHz, the gain error due to circuit nonidealities,281

eNI, is expected to be 0.57% and 0.04% for each OA,282

respectively. However, the same circuit applied to measuring283

a remote sensor at 15 m of distance (CSH ≈ 900 pF) leads to284

ωn ≈ 2π8 kHz (TLC2202) and ωn ≈ 2π27 kHz (OPA320)285

with expected gain errors of 5.8% and 0.54%. Note that these286

expected errors were computed using (11) and multiplied by287

a factor of 100 to express them as a percentage.288

It is worth to note, besides the gain error introduced by289

the circuit nonidealities, that the offset error of the front-end290

circuit is theoretically zero (which is the main goal of the291

proposed solution), even for remote measurements with very292

long interconnecting cables. Therefore, the error that the293

interconnecting cables introduce can be addressed by a simple294

one-point calibration (OPC) of the constant K used in (5).295

IV. MATERIALS AND METHOD296

An experimental setup and a circuit prototype were imple-297

mented to validate the effectiveness of the proposed circuit to298

reject CIN and CSH effects. The general scheme is shown in299

Fig. 4. The OA works as a TIA with a nominal transimpedance300

factor of RF = 4.7 M�. A shield of the OA inverting input301

was implemented in the PCB and connected to vR together302

with the shield of the coaxial cable. The sinusoidal ref-303

erence vR was provided by a lock-in amplifier (Stanford304

Research 830) which also measured the quadrature compo-305

nent VOQ. Alkaline AA batteries were used for the dc sources306

VP and VN composing the split supply voltage. A switch in the307

common node between VP and VN allowed us to connect it to308

the ground or vR: the first case corresponds to the ABB circuit309

and the last to the technique herein proposed.310

Two TIAs were built using different OAs: the TLC2202311

and the OPA320, both from Texas Instruments, with a312

gain-bandwidth product of 1.9 and 20 MHz, respectively. The313

OA election was addressed to test the proposed technique314

for devices with very different input capacitance. The input315

capacitance of the TLC2202 is not listed on its datasheet, but316

measurements of this parameter in the range of 20–30 pF317

were reported [27], [28], whereas the OPA320 presents a318

TABLE I

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR 1-m CABLE

significantly lower CIN of just a few pF. The TLC2202 was 319

powered by VP = VN = 3 V (four AA batteries) and the 320

OPA320 with VP = VN = 1.5 V (two AA batteries). 321

A set of ceramic capacitors ranging from 0 to 10 pF 322

(to be precise, with a nominal value of 0, 1.2, 3.9, 5.6, 323

8.2, and 10 pF) emulated the sensor capacitance CX . These 324

were first measured with an LC R meter (LCR-819 from 325

GW-Instek) at a frequency of 2 kHz, as floating capacitances 326

placed inside a shield box as in [17]. Then, these were mea- 327

sured again grounding one of their terminals by the proposed 328

circuit (SVDR) and with the conventional ABB method. All 329

these measurements were performed for a sinusoidal refer- 330

ence vR of 100 mVrms and 2 kHz, which is lower than the 331

values of ωn theoretically reported in Section III. 332

The capacitors emulating CX were connected via a 333

V45466-D13-C15 coaxial cable of different lengths to the 334

circuit shown in Fig. 4. The default length was 1 m with 335

CSH ≈ 60 pF, but additional tests were also carried out at 336

longer interconnecting cables (5, 10, and 15 m) to observe 337

the effects of the parasitic components on the input–output 338

characteristic. 339

The robustness of the proposed circuit in front of time drifts 340

of CIN was also evaluated experimentally by taking samples 341

every 10 min on three different days. The experimental setup 342

of Fig. 4 was employed to measure a 1.2-pF capacitor in 343

both modes (ABB and SVDR), using the TLC2202 and 344

a 1-m interconnecting cable. For the SVDR mode, CX was 345

computed by (5), and for the ABB mode by 346

CABB
X = VOQ K − CIN (12) 347

where CIN was measured only once at the beginning of the 348

experiment the first day, by emptying the shield box, leading 349

to CIN = 21.978 pF according to (5). 350

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 351

A. Input–Output Characteristic for a 1-m Cable 352

Table I summarizes the experimental results when using a 353

1-m interconnecting cable. The first column contains the mea- 354

surements of the capacitances with the LC R meter; the mean 355

and standard deviation of seven consecutive measurements. 356

The second to fifth columns show, for the two OAs and the two 357

modes under test, the value of CX resulting from the applica- 358

tion of (5) to the measured values of VOQ, with a proportional 359

constant K = (VR2π fR RF )−1 = 0.169314 pF/mV computed 360

from nominal values. 361

Fig. 5 shows the capacitances measured by the front-end 362

circuit built with the OPA320 for the two measurement modes 363

(ABB and SVDR, the second and third columns of Table I, 364

respectively) plotted against the reference measurement done 365

with the LC R meter (the first column of Table I). The dif- 366

ference between ABB and SVDR measurements for each test 367
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Fig. 5. Measurements of grounded capacitors made with the front-end circuit
based on OPA320, for ABB and SVDR modes. The difference between the
two measurements modes is plotted as CIN.

Fig. 6. Measurements of grounded capacitors made with the front-end circuit
based on TLC2202 for ABB and SVDR modes. The difference between the
two measurements modes is plotted as CIN.

capacitor that is explained by the input capacitance CIN is also368

plotted. The linear fittings by the least-square method, used369

later in the linearity analysis, are also shown for both measure-370

ment modes. Similarly, Fig. 6 depicts the information about371

the measurements carried out with the front-end circuit based372

on the TLC2202 (the fourth and fifth columns of Table I).373

Here, the difference between the two modes becomes higher374

since the input capacitance of the TLC2202 is higher, to be375

precise: 1.09 pF in Fig. 5 and 21.8 pF in Fig. 6. According376

to Figs. 5 and 6, the measurement of grounded capacitances377

performed with the SVDR technique is immune to the value378

of CIN, without any manual adjustment or calibration.379

B. Error Analysis With and Without Calibration380

Fig. 7 shows the absolute error (in pF) of the grounded381

capacitance measurements made with both OAs on the SVDR382

mode with respect to the reference measurements made with383

the LC R meter. Accordingly, the higher the value of the384

Fig. 7. Absolute error between capacitance measured with the proposed
method for grounded capacitors and the floating measurement done with the
LC R meter.

Fig. 8. Absolute errors recomputed after applying the OPC.

capacitance to be measured, the higher the error, which means 385

that the system is subjected to a gain error. This is caused 386

by the nonidealities analyzed in Section III and also by 387

the tolerance of the TIA resistor, given that the measured 388

capacitances listed in Table I were computed by (5) assuming 389

the nominal values of RF , VR, and fR in K . For the OPA320, 390

the maximum error was 50 fF [which corresponds to 0.5% 391

of the full-scale span (FSS)], whereas, for the TLC2202, it 392

was 120 fF (1.2 %FSS). 393

Given the linear relationship and the zero offset of the 394

proposed circuit inferred from (4), (5), and even (10), the gain 395

error represented before in Fig. 7 can be easily reduced by 396

means of an OPC. It is proposed to use the output obtained 397

for the highest capacitance under test (see Table I) to correct 398

the proportionality constant for both OAs, that is, KOPA = 399

K · 10.1374/10.1876 and KTLC = K · 10.1374/10.2486. 400

Assuming such new values of the proportionality constant, the 401

resulting absolute errors are represented in Fig. 8. In such con- 402

ditions, for the OPA320, the maximum error is 4.5 fF (which 403

corresponds to 0.045 %FSS), whereas, for the TLC2202, it 404

is 2.5 fF (0.025 %FSS). The reduction of error, in comparison 405

to Fig. 7, is higher than 10 for the OPA320 and almost 50 for 406

the TLC2202. 407

C. Nonlinearity Error 408

As explained in Section V-B, the linearity of the system 409

is needed to easily correct the gain error by a simple OPC, 410

and it is usually assessed by the nonlinearity error (NLE) [8], 411

[17], [19]. It was computed as the difference between each 412
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TABLE II

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR DIFFERENT CABLE’S LENGTH

Fig. 9. NLE, relative to FSS. It is computed as the difference between
measurements done with the proposed method and the straight lines adjusted
in Figs. 5 and 6.

measurement of capacitance (regardless of being calibrated413

or not) and that resulted from the linear fittings depicted in414

Figs. 5 and 6, relative to the full-scale capacitance (10 pF).415

This error is depicted in Fig. 9 for the two OAs in the SVDR416

mode. It can be observed good linearity with a maximum NLE417

(MNLE) below 0.025% that corresponds to the OPA320 when418

measuring 3.9 pF; the remaining cases are better but in the419

same order of magnitude (MNLE ≈ 0.015%).420

D. Effects of the Cable Length421

The response of the circuit in Fig. 4 in the SVDR422

mode was experimentally evaluated at different cable lengths423

(5, 10, and 15 m) for both OAs. The capacitances were424

estimated by applying (5) with the corrected values of the pro-425

portionality constant determined before so that any additional426

gain error could be attributed to the new cable length. For each427

combination of OA and cable length, a straight line was fitted428

to the measurements to assess the effects of the cable length429

on the offset and gain of the input–output characteristic. The430

MNLE was also computed for each case.431

The results are summarized in Table II for four capacitors432

with a nominal value of 0, 1.2, 5.6, and 10 pF; the LC R433

measurements (the first column in Table II) were slightly434

different than those reported in Table I (less than 0.2%) since435

these corresponded to different measurements carried on in436

a distinct day. According to Table II, the offset capacitance437

was very low (between 2 and 3 fF), similar to what was438

found in Fig. 8, even for a 15-m interconnecting cable and439

for both OAs. In addition, the input–output characteristic440

Fig. 10. ABB and SVDR measurements of 1.2-pF capacitor taken on three
different days. Note that for the ABB case, CIN was calibrated only once
before the first measurement.

showed an experimental gain error very similar to the error 441

predicted by (11). In terms of linearity, in the worst-case 442

scenario, the MNLE was 0.013 %FSS, which is similar to that 443

reported before in Fig. 9. Therefore, regardless of the cable 444

length, the nonlinearity of the proposed circuit remains very 445

low. 446

E. Analysis of Time Drifts 447

The results of the time drift test are represented in Fig. 10. 448

In the ABB mode, the effects of the time drift of CIN on the CX 449

measurement can be seen from one day to the other (e.g., from 450

day 1 to day 2), and even within the same day (e.g., in day 3). 451

On the contrary, in the SVDR mode, the measurements were 452

clearly much more stable, from one day to the next one, and 453

within the same day. Therefore, the SVDR mode provides a 454

measurement result that is immune to CIN and also to its time 455

drifts. 456

VI. CONCLUSION 457

A novel front-end circuit based on a smart driving of the 458

reference node of the OA supply voltage has been proposed 459

and characterized for the measurement of remote grounded 460

capacitive sensors in the 0–10-pF range. The input–output 461

characteristic of the proposed circuit shows, without apply- 462

ing any adjustment and/or calibration, an offset error lower 463

than 3 fF and an NLE lower than 0.025 %FSS. Such a 464

satisfactory performance remains for interconnecting cables 465

up to 15 m. The input–output characteristic does show a gain 466

error that mainly depends on the length of the interconnecting 467

cable, but this can be easily compensated through an OPC. 468

In addition, the proposed circuit does not require any large- 469

volume component, such as a transformer, and hence it is well 470

suited to be integrated. 471
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